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DESCRIPTION OF PTHE STUDY, .0

Statement of the Problem

The tandardized achievement tests, used, in 'schools are often said to be 'biased against,
and hus' inappropriate for, children elOnging to disadvantaged racial ar.1 ethnic
Minorities. If thii is so, then there are two possible sources of such bias. The first may
originate in the preconceptions/arid thought patterns of.the test item writers. The second

0 ,
may result from the customary ii,6m Cryout and selection..procedttres used in test

4construction. This second possible source of bias is the general topic investigated in this
1.tudy. . .- . . . - -

. .. . , Az,

A number 'of problems Occur when trying to consider bias in achievement tests becduse
the criteria of bias are not completely cleari.When most recent writers (Cardall &

'. ". Coffman 1964;. Potthoff 1966; 'Cleary & Hilton 19684--Messick & Anderson 1970;
4 Green 1971) ' speak Of bias, they say something about tests, which measuté different

things when used with'different groups. How might item tryout apd selection procedures
, proquce zilch a result?

The typidal procedure in building standardized achievement an Ptitude tests has
.

remained essentially..unctianged'over many years (cf. Lord & Noir' k r968, Chapter 15;. .: Ruch. 191:), Chapter 2). The first\step is to develop a Pool of items meeting various
!specifications as to form:and content. Next these items are given to a sample of
individuals thp step in question here. Various item statistics, such as point biseliil

t correlations (item vs. total score), are calculated .and the "best" items are thens.chosen;
.
'best" is austorparily characterized first and foremost by a high relationship of the iteni
lo the total score. Other charatteristics such ..as difficulty and the effectiveness of..

eselatter=item
.. : characteristics are related to the item-test correlatNatto some 4egree. Therefore, the

items which' "discriminate" best (i.e., show the highest relationship to total score) are' the
ones".ustially ch6sen. Thit in turn means that the characteristics, or attributes, of the
ifielividdals in the tryout sample which- are mog responsible for_differences in tot"ai scpre
determine whichltems tend to be chosen and deterinine, in effect, what the test measures'
within tiie fange of possibilities available in the item pool. That is, to deal with the items,'
the individuals teSted call .upon certain qualities,'attitudes, thiowledge, or skills found in

. ..,

widely varying degrees in' their group. The items most sensithie to these attributes of the
, -

tryout sample then get selected. ,

>

:s Consequently, the pOsribility exists that.the items selected are biased and dikriminate
against groups unlike the 'modal group in the tryout sample. If some atypical group. has
traits not prominent in the tryout sample and if these traits' interact more strongly with

; the items than' do the. attributes the group *shares .with the majority, ttien the tests will
mea:sure the distinctive charaeteristics of this . group rather than the trait or traits
measured in -the more typical groupS. Another possibility is that the atypical group is
uniformly low onf the measured trdits, but not on other equally relevant, but mu easured,
attributes. In either of these cases, one could say the resulting test is biaie Iv the first

l

instance, it is biased because it measures) different things for different groups
unbeknownst to the. users;' in the second instance, it measures only a portion of the'

-...... relevant behaviors but is taken to measure them, all. .,.
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'les wi,11. result in the selection Of item sets unsuitV to one or more ofithe vaiious -
1GiVen circurnstancCis such as those just described,een t e use of"average" item tryout.

samp..
racial, ethnic, cultural minority kroups'..in our schools. Froin this; itilay/followithat the .
use of a single tryout group can never Solve the. problem. 7' perhaps4itil§tha construction

. .., sc--.
of separate tests would do so ,although this solution would -have obvious drawbacks.

/ 'N
Another alternative might be -to use the same test but different item' weights-tor different

.
groupg. :

..,

The awed to consider such unattractive' possibilities dependi on how strongly the nature
i

Of a tryout 'sample determines the outcome of item selection. Itb is custdawily assumed
that the choice orpeople for iteM tryouts does n4 have much effect.on item selection,
although "atypical" groups (such aS. disachtfaged Childrelc) ar4 ugually avoided. This
amounts to.the assumption that the test items function much' the same w6 with all'kinds
of people. Some evidence for evaluating tii assumption is presented in this report. '/ D

t '
, l l

Related Liter atur e. .
. I

Prior work on test bias clop not se*em to have, dealt directly with these item tryout and
selection procedures. In fad, as far 'as achievement tests are concerned-, ver. little'work of
any sort on the vi attclIr of bias appears to.,be available. The work on ,bias in intelligence
and aptitude tests is more extensi4, but aspects of the bis issi. 1other ihan the one
considered here have dominated discussions.

That children's intelligence test spres are related, to their social" and economic status was
c. reported by Binet and others more than. 60 years ago and havbeen'studied and argued

about ever since. For a long time,these debates. largely stayed within the bounds of the
much older and,,higlily emotional 'nature-nurture cOntroversy, perhaps because many felt
that tbe then new' tests settre gthe issue (Teirman ,1916, pp. 19-20). Since the
interrsityofthe:argulnen-rsshow-sn6,-tignofd-iminishingafter-50years(tonsicler,,Tor
example, the response to 'Jensen 1969), that hope may be considered urireasonable. In
any case, the test score differences ,fairoring the more privileged elements of society
remain a fact (Colemari et al. 1966). It may be addeil that.the accusatitns of the misuse
and the misinterpretation of scores (Hunter 4 Rogers 1967; Mercer-1971) are also factual
in some, if not most, instances.

However, the issue hereis the nature of the tests themselves. This has not been as widely
studied as it.might be. Appnrently, the first serious attempt to examine test items for bias -

was led by .Allison Davis and his colleagues. 20 years ago (fells et al. 1951). They,
examined several existing group intelligence tests and the itemsin them M an attempt to
determine the factors built into the tests which are related to differences in performance
between cultural groups. They concluded: "Variations- in opportunity for familiar
cult al words, objects, or processesQ required for:answering the test items seem... . the
most dequate general explanation. .." (Eells 1951, p. 68). This' sort Of objedion is also
often made to achievement tests (Wasserman 1969) but is not a valid basis for asserting
bias in an achievement test, unless the missing knowledge is irreleyanji to what is bking
measured: Consider the finding refforted by Chang and,' baths (1971) that achievemkril
test items which discriminate between middle- and lower-class groups reflect a different
curricular emphasis on the part of the teachers:This is more nearly. teacher bias than tei't

, bias. In an ability test, such objections have direct logical merit.
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- Interestingly, the subjecV in the Eelli study we all white and drawn irom the schools of

. "a western industrial city of abOut <100,000 peo le." One result of fhe study was the
ptiblication of the Davis-Eells Games (1953) which was designed fo eliminate this kind of
cultural bias, Three things may be noted about this test, which is now out'of 'print. First,
the test pro-kd to' yield differences between Middle.and low sociOeconomic status (SES)-
grotips (Angelino & Shedd 1955) as eubstantial as those foundytding other group '.
intelligence tests. Second, Davis and Eells eliminated the items that showed SES -,
differences in difficulty only if they, could TatiOnalize the differerice as a consequence' of

_ _

---opportunity.-Lastly, theSr'apparently did not look at the differences. between SES groups
with respect to item discrimination. The common interpretation of the outcome of the
Davis-Bells test and similar efforts by others )has been -that the task of building a
"culture-free" or `culture-fair" test may be not only impossible but inappropriate
because such a test would not be valid as a measure of general ability;-as indeed-was the
case for the Davis-Eells Games (Lorge 1966).

'

/:0 *-`>,,
. .... /4Supporting this view is work such as that of Lesser, Fifer, and Clark' (1965). This study .

showed that patterns of ability 6.re different for different ethni0o,ups.- It also ghow,ed
that within any one ethnic grroup, duantitatt.re differenceS resulted/from socioeconomic
status, but the patterns 6r SES grdups Were very. similar./ThaVis, the lower-class and
middle-class groups of any one ethnic group had similar.patterns/but thee latter had higher
scores. *such data imply that any test meaSuring several abilities as most ability and
achievement, tests do is automatically stacking file ,cards/against one ethnic group or

" another. * /

Vb.

, ./Furthermore, Williams (1910) reports that he has built,a test biased in favor of blacks...His .

validation 'studies of the .instrument ,as .a meastare of academic aptitude are noit yet
complete, but, if Williams can ..produce' a valid ability' test favoring blacks, then\ it 'is
probable that most ability tests are biased. In the meantime, many-people are taking this
to be established fact, and ahsertions-that group intelligence tests necessarily discriminate
against various minoray 4nd disadvantaged groups in our society have been increasing in
numbei and vehemence. Sane school systems (New York City, for example) have
virtually abandoned the use of such tests (Gilbert 1966). Similarly, some college;
personnel now argue that the various placement and ability tests traditionally used are
inappropriate (Brown & RuSsell 1964).

Many of the assertions made about bias in ability testi appear to be sound, but, as
Analtasi (1968) has pointed oq bias in prediction involves a' distinct set of issues. None
of the preceding onsiderations necessarily apply if the test in question is meant to be
used as a predictor .of some criterion performance. For example, if one defiRes bias is
systematic under-prediction, then the attacks on the aptitude tests -used fOr.college
Omissions appear largely 'unfounded. The claim that such tests fail to function among
disadvantaged minority students in the way they do in other groups lacks supporting .
e,lidence. A series q studies at both the high school and college levels shows that
academic aptitude tests frequently predict grades just as well foy minority groups as they. .
do, for more privileged groups. Only the work of Green and Farquhar (1965) pointA to
a different conclusion among a half doien or so studies Orli this issue. In fact, some
tests appear to over-predict the performance of lower-class and Negro students in
contrast to middle-class and white students (Hewer 1965; Stanley & Porter. 19674-,
Cleary 1968; Davis & Temp 1971).

5
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Even in this relatively well explored area, much remalas to be done, such as finding ways
to -deal with the possibility of bias in the criterion measure (I.,inn & Werts 1971). In'
addition, there is often more than one reasonable definition of bias in criterion-related
yalidity situations (Tborndike 1971; Darlington 1971). As Potthoff (1966) has pointed
but, the operational demonstration of bias is even more difficult and ambiguOus when
test validity cannot be defined as the relationship of,scores to a' dircctly measurable
criterion. Any test yielding scores meant to be an indiation of status be it in
achievement, in intelligence;or in whathave you creates seich probleIns.

-
One approach consistent with .the definition of bias offered at the start of this paper is to
examine the items, rather than the whole test, for bias. Here, bias may be defined as an
item by group interaction. Three studies (Cardall & Coffman 1964; Cleaxy & Hilton 1968;
Angoff & Ford 1971) using this approach have been reported.

They each found staiistically significant item by race interactions in the College Entrance
Exathination Board aptitude tests which they used (SAT and PSAT). Neverthelessreleary
and Hilton concluded that "the PSAT is not biased for practical purposes," while'Angoff
and Ford suggested the "interaction was simply the difference in 'performance levels on
the test shown by the two' races." These studies. were based largely upon a consideration
a item difficulties. a

Item interrelationships are Vlso a relevant consideration. Data obtained by Kennedy et al. :

(1963) show .that the grajidfather of them all,- the Stanford-Binet (Terman & Merrill
1960), produced equal o higher item-test correlations for an all black .southern sample
than *as reported in either the 1937 a the 1960 standardization. Also, Merz (1970) has'
reported that the facior siructuO., of the Goodenough-HarrisDrawing Test is substantiallY
the sanie for samples of black; Aite, Mexican,eand Anglo children in the southwest.

Incomplete as this research on as in ability tests nly be, it is way ahead of that on bias
in achievement tests which is 4sentially nonexistent. The claimi of bias in achievement
tests (Wasserman 1969; Williams 1970; Houston 19711 need' ipVestigation: The 4proach
of iteni by group interactior seeing to be the logical' placer to begin. Certainly it seems
reasonatle to believe tha 'a test based on iterias selecte&for a -particular group (such as,
inner citY i;lack childreal would be less biised agajnst them and therefore more useful kir
them.

Ndbjectives of the Study

To eXplore such a possibility't,_thisstudy compares the results of using three disadvantaged
minority groups 'horthern,i. an black; southern, rurk black; and southwestern
IViexican-Ameriiari as triout samples in contrast to whites advantaged groups in thefl
_same-regions.

The study attempts to Ideterrhine whether or not an item tryout using these different
groupS wopldslead to the selection of different' Runs from the item pool arid, if so:

(1) Do the digerent items selected measure different things?

(2) Are the resulting it sets "better" for the minority groups in the sense that they
are more :,reliable and Ave better functioning items. (higher Point -biserial
correlations)? ,

Will the relative discrepancy in scgres favoring majority groups be reduced by using
a minority-tryout group?

(a)
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Limitations ofthe Study' `t.

The major limitation'of ths."-lidy is the restricted nature of the item pool: all items
corm from an already published test. They are therefore preselected and may be limited
in their possibility of eliciting differential- reactions frOm the sample groups. Also, it
should be noted that grade and test level are not independent; the test levels were
&signal to be continuous and to articulate well, but they are different tests. Thus, the
assumption made throughout the following material that grade differences are meaningful
may not be justified. Finally, because of limitations of time and money not all relevant
analyses of the data could be made.

/

METHOD.-

The basic data for this study were derived frorn'that.obtained during the standardization
of the California , Achievement Tests, 1970 Edi,tion (CAT-70) published by CTB/
McGraw-Hill. The .CAT-70 is a general achievement battery with five overlapping levels. It
was designed to measure educatidnal lattainment and to, provide an analysis of learning
difficulties. It is basically similar, to the 1957 edition and generally measures:

(1) 'th'e abillt5i to -tinderStand the meaning of, the content material presente

(2) the performarice of the student rn applying rules, facts, concepts, Cony tions, and
principles to solve problems in the basic curriculaP material arid

e

(3) the level of performance of the student in using the tools.of reading, mathematics,
and language in progressively more compjicated situations.

The tests in the battery which were investigated in this study re Reading Vocabulary,
Reading Coniprehension, Total Reading, Mathematics Computatidn; Mathematics
Concepts and Problems, Total Matheinatics; Language Mechanics, Language Usage andA

-Structure, and-irbtzil--.Language. Total Heading, Total Mathematics, and Total Language
'were treated as tests ,oeparate from their parts. The standardization took place 'early in
1970 and involved over 200,000 students* In about 400 schools. The sampling design
called for obtaining a sample of school districts stratified by region (seven areas), school

edistrict size (three categories by average envollment per grade), community type (urban,
town, rural, other), and control (public or parochial). Withh) the" districts, schools were.
chosen randomly for each test level, and'all students in the selected schoolswho wereiñ
appropriate grades took,the test.

The items in the battery came from a variety of sources, but it is fair to say that theY
-were written by and for "middle America." The trybut sarnples also fit.this description.
Thus;.the test:s should favor white, middle-clas Americans if they favor any group. .- .

Sample,

All schools, participating in the CAT-70 standardization answered questionnaires vyhfch
provided information on the basic character of the area served (e.g., restrlential subur1:1/
inner part of a large city, etc.,), the percentage, of white students, the .percentage of
children from homes where another language,if: spoken, and the percentage Of:children in
families lalling in each of four SE'S groups defined by pafental occupation (professional-
managerial, white collar, skilled, unskilled).



From the data on these questionnaires, seven groups of schools were drawn for this study.
The characteristics and sizes of these groups are shown in Table 1. The saMples Used -in
thisstudy are drawh from schools serving pupils highly homogeneous with respect to
ethnic background and rather homogeneous with respect to socioeconomic status. Only
at Grade 10 was it nbt possible always to find. schooks meeting these criteria in the
standardization population; sufficiently. segregated tenth grades were found bnly in the
South.

Thegroups were paired for comliarisons as follows:.
,

(1) Northern, black, central city versus northern, white, suburban (II vs. I)

(2) Southern-, black, rural versus southern, white, suburban (IV vs. III)'

(3) Southern, black, rural versus southern, white, rural (IV vs. V)

(4) Southwestern; lylexican-American versus southwestern, Anglo-American, suburban
(VI vs. VII)

Table 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF ME SAMPLE GROUPS.
Group, Geographica Residential

Number Region .' Type

Noi:th

II North

Ill South

South

Residential .
Suburban

Central
Cit

Number of.Cases by Grade

10
Ethnic .Socioeconomic
Group ; Status. 1 3 5 8 \

White,
(p7mu

High ,2
(81%)v

299 225 265 328'

Black Low 285 304 278 250
99%

Residential
Suburban

Rural,

South ' Rural

Southwest Small and
Large Cities

VII Southwest- City and
. Suburban

White
(99%)

Black
(100%)

White
(91%)

Mexican-C
American

(87%) .

Anglo-
American

(69%)

High

ssfLow \
(96%)

Low
(81%)

Low
(82%)

High.
(81%)

361 211 293 304 279

202 220 .171 245 183

323. 200 199 296 .246
\

146 144 169 399

189 218 249 277

aThe states containing dieSe particair school systems areNorth:. Ilthois, indiana, .Kansas,
New JerseY; South: Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina; Southwest: ArizOna, Oklahoma, Texas .

b.Esiimated per cent of cases falling in the Category.

c81% 'speak mOstly Spanish at home.



Enough schools meeting the appropriate Criteria' to .provide bqween 150 and 300
students.for eash group at each o1 five grade levels were selected. Each of the grade levels
(1, 3, 5, 8 and IA corresponds 'to a different levehof the CAT-70 battery.

- Grade 10 comparisons were" made in the South.onlY. No analyses were mad of the Tota'
Language scores in Grades 1, 5, and 8 fbr the northern, wpite group and i

Grades 1 and 8 for the northern, black group. Therefore, of the 315 'possib
analyses (7 groups x 9 teits. x 5 grades.), only 27,4 separate analyses were made.

0

D ata Analyses

The basic prOcedure used. for examining the data was an item selection routine. Each of
the seven groups was.. eatea as a tryout sample-with the items in each test functioninggas

_

an item pool. F91 each -"group on each test at eac ade, the "best". half of- the
items (i.e., thos with the highe4 item-test correlations) were noted. FoUr kinds-of

.

analysts were made:

(1) The number and per cent of items chosen for one group in the pair butt& for the
other was. recorded. These items were labeled "biased." The number Of these

biased items in any one comparison indicates the degree to which the tWo groups
interact in .a distinct manner with the test Aorns. All 21 possible pairs of groups -

were compared in this way; the remaining analyses were made only for the four
pairsiisted preyiously.

(2) Scores for _each group in a pair were obtained on both sets of biased items. These
two tests may be called the "majority biased test" and the "minority biased test".
since they contain the items uniquely best for the respective groups. fhe
correlation between each group's score. on the two tests was foundr From these
correlations, esimates of the variance nbt common to the two bia.4ed item tests
were mad toJudge_hpMi different the sets of items really are in what. they
measure. Thus, this analysis supplements the first: .

,(3) Another analysis consisted of examining and comparing full-test and half4est
KR 20 reliability,estimates since differential reliability would be-al form of bias
indicating that the test scores have a larger eiror component in one gioupthan
they do in another group.

(4) Finally, Inean.scores on the full-test, the half-test, and the biased item tests were
examined for changes' in relative status of the groups as a result of item selection.

RESULTS

Proportions of Biased Items

The item selection routine yielded a series of tests "best" for each group, half as long at
the original test when N was odd, the expression (N + 1)/2 was used to determine the
length of the half-test. The next step was to identify those items selected for only one of
the two members of .a paiT the sO-calleci biased items. Obviougly, the nuniber of biased
items' has to be the sarlie for eachgroup in a pair. This number as a proportion of the
items in ea-ch- half-test is an...index of the degree to which the item selection procedure
produces a different test for the two groups.



Table 2 exhibits these p',..oportions for the four basilcomparison groups. Tht proportions
do not appear to vary systematically by grade or test. However, certain groups appear
considerably more like each other than are others by the criterion of -the relative size of
these proportions. It can be readily seen from Table 2 that the clifferences between., thoi
Mexican-American and Anglo groups tend to be larger than those between the black anc,f

white pairs.

Table 2
I

PROPORTIONS OF BIASED ITEM'S FOR COMPARISON'GROUPS
BY GRADE. AND TEST

Test Number of Comparison .Groups
. Items Selected II vs. I IV vs. III iV vs. V ' VI vs. VII

Grade 1

Vocabulary 46 .41 .3,1 .35 .59
Comprehension 12 '.25 .58 .33 42
Total Reading 58,

...
.40 :36 -.34 .69

Computation 20 .15 ' .25 .40
Contepts& Pioblems 24 .42 .38 .42 .58
Total Mathematics 44 .16 .25 . .23 .41
Mechanics 19 .42 .21 'c' .21 .58
Usage & Struct re 10 . .30 .30 .40 .. , .40

-Total Language 39 .24 .27 ,54

Grade 3
.30

-
.65Vocabulary - 20 -35 ' .45

Comprehension 23 _....22 .26 .22 ,35
. Total Reading 43 .28 .42. .28 .38

Computation 36 .17 .28 .22 .25
'Concepts & Proble,ns 23 .35 .48 .35
Total Mathematics 59 .29 - .32 .30 , " .32
Mechanics 33 .48 -.42 .30 .45
Usage & Strticture 13 .31 .46 . .23 .46
Total Language 46 .41 .30 , .28 . .48

, r %

Grade 5

Vocabulary 20 .50 .55 .35- !'/O

Comprehension \ 21 .48 .43 '.29 .52
Total Reading 41 , .46 -:46 .37' .61
Opmputation 34 .41 .38 .21 .41
Concepts,& Problems 20 .50 .40 :20 .55
Total Mathematics 54 , .44 , .46 .20 .46

, Mechanics 40 .45 .35' .25 .53
Usage & Structure 21 .33 .48 .38 .33
Total Language . 61 .30 - .16- .26

.

t,



table 2 (Continued)
. ,

PROPORTIONS- OF BIASED IT'EMS FOR COMPARISON GROUPS
BY GRADE AND TEST .

.

Test Number of.
Iterris Selected

6

II vs. I
Comparison Groups

IV vs. III IV Os. V VI vs. VII

Grade 8'
Vocabulary.
Comprehension

AA.Total Reading
computation
Concepts & Problems
Total Mathematics
Mechan s
Usage & Structure
Total ianguage

Grade 10
Vocabulary
Comprehension
Total Reading '

ComputAtion
Concepts &, Problems
'kotal Mathematics
Mechanics \

Usage & StrUcture
Total Lankiggi

.,

1

N23

da
24
25
49
36
25
61

20
23
43
24
25
49
40
27
67

i..

.0/

.

.40

.22

.26

.25

.36

.29

.42

.36
.

-

..e.,

.15

.39
..23 ,

.46

.40

.49

.33

.56

.15

.22
.42
.33
.40
.33
.38
.41
.21'

.15 ,

.30

.21 ..

.29

.36

. 35
.42
.32

%lb

.40

.22

.30

.33

.32

.24

.35
e .30
.19

.45

.39

.44
.29
.28
.29
.39
.16
.18

Mediah prOortions
for all tests, and all grailes .36 .38 .30 .43

The medians of these proportions for all poisible pairs are shoWn in Table 3. The overall
median proportion is approximately .30. Aks expected, the white, middie7clats groups are

.consistehdymore like each other (these pal irs have-lower:medians) than they are like the
minorify4roups: The latter also have more in common than 'they share With the three
majority groups. The 'southern, rural; white group does not fully fit into this otherwise
clear patterh; in general, they appear more like the three minority groups than they
resemble the three suburban groups. Of course, economically they are undoubtedly more
disadvantaged than the siburban groups, albeit Much less so than* the southern, black
group:



Table 3.

MIEDIAN PROPoRTIONS OF BIASED ITEMS
FOR EACH PAIR OF*GROUPS

Groun
Mr,

II , iI rv VI

I .36 .26 .35. .30 .38. -.26

, II- .36 .33 .26 .25 .25'
1

III .26 .33 .38 .30 .33. . .27

IV .35 ..26 i' .38 130, / 7- '.41

V .30 :25 '. .30 ' ' .30 . . .24 .33

VI .38. .25 \ .33 .30 .24 .43
.

VI I ;26
.,

41 , .27 .41 .33 .43 -

I\penle dPrice of Biased Item Tests)
. ,. .

,

I

r

All groups differ from their pairS to 'some degree bythe criterion of proportion pf biased
items, and some of the differen,.:es appear to be substantial. HoWever, it is possible th:It -

these sets 'of biased items still measure muCh the same thing. To examine thii possibility,
scores rfor each individual were obtained on both biased item tests. This Was possible since
each indiyiduat answered all items. 'The correlations between theSe two scores were
obtained for each group .on.each tkst. Thole correlations varied from .-.17 to +.8,2 with
median of about .5 which!leaves I lot or variance unaccounted fort' SinceAthe number of
biased items was very. smalhin many cases, the reliabilities of.the.biased tests are typically '
low. But even allowing for this, it api)ears that tn many ingtances, the 'majority °and
minority iests measure quite different things and as a rule do so for both gouPs' involved.

thanges in Test Chdracteristics \ . - - s
: .

V''
_.

. A special case of bias peces if tbe test scores stif one group contain substantially more
error than they dQ ,for,another grO4. The overall Median KR 20'S on the:-full4eits for
grqups I through VII 'are .91, .91, \.91, .92, .93, .90, .and..92, respectively. Obxriously, ,

there, is little evidence of biks by dris criterion, although a tegt-by-test. comparison Of-
. , .

these reliabilities slows that the fitures are mostly higher for the majority group (97-pf-, .

162 comparisorls), The: data coneerning half-test reliabilities, also 5how a very sniall
amount of bias.'

The item-test correlations after, item sclectitm sh6w only slighnprovements ,dild the.
, .

uniformity of the increases prevents one from inferring the presence 'of substantial bisis.s,



Changes in Test Scores
/

Another way to look at bias is_to assert tilat the scoies of sotne groups are unfairly low
because the teit does not adeqilately measure all the relevant abilitieS or knowledge, and,
in particular, does not measure' well those relevant attributes on which the .group in
question happens to: sccre .well. If the item pool contains items which measure these

' attributes .at alloa gelection routine using this group, might be expected to inccease the
importance of\ these 'attributes in determining the total score, thereby reducing the
disadvantage of thegroup. Therefore, the three minority groups conSidered here might be

,expected, to do relatively better on the items selected as best for, them-than they did on
the original full-test. Each'group's full- to halttest improvement on each of the hine tests
in the batteriWw comPared to the improvement shown by itS coMparison group: Table 4

1
. ,

rep6rts" the number of tests on which a group showed more full- to half-test improvement
\ thdn *was shown b,y its comparisOngroup. The minority groups showeA greater "relative

\mprovement consistently:in the upper grades, but not in Grades and 3. As was the case 4
(fOr, proportions of biased items; the soUthern, tura!, white group does not fit the

rnselection procedure, helped them as Often as it helped the rural blacVs,..
perhaps because their initial" seores..were pore alike to. begin with, especially in the,lower
grades.

able 4

\

NUMBER OF TEsTg;'oN WHICH EACH GROUP

.. SHOWED. MDfiE FULLS TO HALF-TEST.
MEAN SCORE GA91 THAN, ITS COMPARISON GROUPa

dornpaon Groups
.Grade . II & I IV & III W & V V1\8( VII Totals

1

3

5

8 ,

10

Totals

X2,

ps

7

2

..24

lb

7

1

0

9
.

6.8

.01

1,

8

8

./..6

6

29

8

1

1

3

3

1g
/

a...8

...05

0

5

7,

1.7

20
/

'

Min. Maj. '
,

7 ,% 15 2d '0.7 NS. :.

4 .4 .5 ',, 19 17' 0.1 , NS

8 8 1 24 11 4.8 .05

2 .6 3 27 8 10.3 .61

2 .13 5, . 3.6 .10

25 25. 11 '98 61 \ 8.6 .01
. \

r0.6 5.4 8.6 \
ith . .02 -.01 \ _\\

aLet, Y, = maoritygioup mean, X = minority° group 'mean, and Art f :and h

represent' full-test and alf-test, respectively. Then Yf Xf 2(Vh Rh)
favors 'minority; V. 7. 5Ch) < 0 favors Majority.

bNote that -analyses were not/ made for the Total Language of. the CAT-70 for
this group at this grade. The'refore, comparisons were made'for, ord.x. eight tests.'

t

1 3 `



the majerity biased item tests are almost uniformly more difficult for both gr9ti/p/s than
/I are the- min'ority biased item tests. ,In addition, the differences between majdrity group

mean scores and minority group n3ean-score's are usually smaller .on the minority biased
item tests than on ilie majority biased 'item tests. Table .5 shows the frequencies of this

,,..., phenomenon. The' biased tests are clearly biasedin favor of the group used as the basis for
--teleetion trid this result tends 43 hold for all groups at all grades. The disadvantaged group

, is less disadvantaged when tested 'with itemsselected as uniquely beSt for them. In other.
words, the data.show that the relative. adxantage'of majority groups is reduced when sing
items chesen \as best for the Minority group but is increased when using items chos n as
best for themselves.

.k.

,t

Table5

NUMBER OF':OPARISONS IN WHICH MEAN DIFFERENCE .

ON BIASED ITEM TESTS . /
FAVORS. EACH GROUpa

Grade
.

II & I
,

i

Comparison Groups
IV & Ill IV & V

. .
,

VI & VII
0

Totals
Min. Maj.

X2 , p

1
0

3

5

8

10

Totals
l 1

X2

r

_.)

i

5

7

8

25

3b

4

1

Ob

8

8.8

.01

6
/
5

5-

9

6

31

3

4

4,

0

3

14

6.4

.02

8

3

7

6

16

29

. 1

'9

2

.3

4

16'

3.8

.05

8

7

7,

5

27

1

2

2

4

9

9.0

.01

i

C

.

21

20

26

28

11

112

8

16-

9

7
.

7

47

26.6 ,

.001

10.3
,.-<.

0.4

8.3

12.6

0.9

ql.

.01

NS

.01

.001

NS

aLet Vn majorityi mean on majority st, = minority mean on majority test,
Vn = majority mean on minority test, and Xn = minority mean on minoritY test.
Then, VIn '> (Yn Xn) fayors minority; Vim r(rn < (Yn 37n) favors
majority. 'I'

,

bNote that analyses were not made for the Total Language. of the CAT-70 for this
group at this grade. Therefore, comparisons were made for onl31 eight tests.

. - e
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CONCLUSIONS

Thefour analyses of the data described previously Rermit the following conclusions:

(1) Different trzout samples lead to the selection of somewgat different sets of
- tems. Considering the restricticrn on rang'e and variety of points of view

represented- in the item pool, the 30% proportion of biased items, which was the
average-found in this study, seems large. That is, it seems likely that a majority of
biased item; N'Vould have been selected if the item pool had been more
heterogeneous.

(2) The more econ'Omically dissimilar the' groups contrasted, the less likely it i that
'they will rfroduce data:leading to the selection of the same set a items.

(p) If a biased test is a test that contains a substantial proportion of items that. would

. not have been selected had they been tried on some other particular group, then
probably most tests are biased against most groups.

(4) By this criterion of bias, the tests used here are more biased against minority
groups than against middle-class, white children. This is probably true for Most
published batteries of standardized tests.

.(5) The proportion of biased items is a fairly good, but uneven, criton of pias since
in most cases the biased item tests do 'Measure different things. What is measured
depends oil which group is used for. selection and which group is being tested.
This conclusion is not uniformly tree and varies widely according to test, grade,
and tryout grOup.

(6) The psychometric quailitr of the half-tests was only very slightly better-than that
of the originals. That/ is, the "efiect of Ale item selection: tirocedure was small,
presumably-because all the items were already a- product o -- an item selectio
procedure and because the liattery is rather homogeneous i style and

eview.

(7) The half-tests were barely more reliable for the minority groups thanIfor the
majority groups, hut this improvement is small in both kinds of groups and
suggests-minimal bias of this sort in the battery.

(8) The use of ftemsTarticularly suited to a tryout 'group will improve the chances of
good scores among individuals from sithilar 'groups. This outcome may be more
likely in the upper grades.

(9) The ainciunt or relative improvement in score that a minority grou could expect
to gain by using tests built with tryout groups likeritself doesno4 appear to be
very large. This relative improvement is most unlikely to ovefme any large
disdrepancy. between typical scores in that group and those in moi-e favored

groups-
(loy It should be possible to build tests somewhat biased in favor, of any group by

using a fair siMple of that grotip for item-selection data.

/

e

_
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RECOMMENDATIONS ANP QUESTIONS

The conclusions strongly suggest that there should be some changes and additions to the
.taitconstruction procedures Commonly used whenever there is a possibility that, the
resulting instrulnent whl be used witl-,1 pedde belonging to igroup. ethnically or culturally

q.different from the test builder's princiOrbre'ference grour. Clearly, the first additional
step is, to obtain.data on all relevant groups separately. It is important to note that if a set.
'of items is likely to measure different attributes in different groups, the erriajority group in'er"
a tryout style will determine which attributes are most strongly measured and the odds
-are that the inclusion of one or more minorities will merely obscure the iSiue. Just as the
degree of minority representation in stAdardization samples can have only a small
influence on norms, minority group presence in tryout samples dominit.ed by some solid '
majori0 Will riot accomplish much. I ,

What is needed is a way either to (l.).select unbiased item(2) compensate for known
bias by establishing alternate weighting ,and scoring schemes, (3) interpret scores
according to the group -membership of the exr.minee, or at least (4) acknowledge and
do'cument the existence of the bias and its fiffeA on scores. Until more eXperience is
available in using various kinds of separate tryout groups, it is not reasonable to state a
preference among theie options; a number of qUAstions need to be answered first, such
as:

(1) What proportion of Reins tried caA one expect to find "unbiased" by each of
various criteria?

(-2) Can one eXpect simple scoring and weighting schemes to reduce bias?

(3) Are the same criteritn measures approp.nate for all groups?

(4) What sOrt of indices of bias 'could one offer that would be readilyinterpretable?

If the onlY favorable Procedure tuips,out to be the last option, a test tOnstructor could
'ID choose to buld alternate versions, eacli biased toward a different group; the problems

created by adopting this procedure are large and mlinY bid not necessarily insoluble.

In additionjto exploration of the effects of variations in tr3(out.groups, studies are needed
on the rolf of poihts o view, cognitive style, and/or ethnic -background among* those
contributing -to the item pool. Would blacks tend to creat,e items more useful for black
children? Many blacks 'believe so. It seems obvious that Spanih-spg item writers can
produce better itenis for Spanish-speaking children thin could som'e ne who could not
write in that language. Yet, we still often use English language tests 'th children whose
native language is not English and claim to be measuring sdmething other than facility
with English. It. is, of course, less obvious if the childreni,are fully bilingual. Are black
children bilingual? 4- p

The answers to these and many other questions one migh
obvious is that k is no longer adequate for those who
largely a matter of misuse or to say that they cannot\se
biased and thus ignore the matter. All testS are ndt nec arily biased, but any tett may
be. UAW there are gOod answers to these questions, res arch on the matter should be a
standard part of producing a tes, t.

1 6 .7`.

raise are not obvious. What is'
uild tests to argue that bias is

.0
why a particular test would be

_
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